Shopping Places in Jaipur
1. Johari Bazaar : Jaipur is home to India’s largest and the most
fabulous collection of jewellery of all types. There are many markets in Jaipur
selling precious stones & gems, semi-precious stones, and jewellery with a limited
warranty. And Johari Bazaar is one of the earliest Jaipur shopping places where
you can buy all these. The plethora of choices and amazing designs makes it one of
the best places to shop in Jaipur and also, it will leave you spellbound, especially
the wonderful handmade, delicate jewellery.

2. Tripolia Bazaar :

Tripolia Bazaar is known for its lac jewellery and
the beautiful varieties of bangles. It is the best shopping area in Jaipur. Shops for
the textiles in Tripolia Bazaar. Flaunt the popular Bandini tie and dye fabrics with
rich embroideries are also available here. Also, you can buy designer carpets,
brass ware and other traditional wears.

3. Chandpole Bazaar :

Chandpole Bazaar, one of the traditional
shopping markets in Jaipur, is where the creativity comes alive; where you can
come across handicrafts, carvings made out of marble and other hand-looms. At
the Khazanewalon ka Rasta, you can shop for popular pieces like the traditional
and flamboyant shoes, pretty handicrafts, perfect sculptures made of wood and
stones, carpets, turbans or anything that you absolutely love!

4. Kishanpole Bazaar :

Kishanpole is best known for textile goods
which can be bought at reasonable prices. It is also one of the best places to visit in
Jaipur for shopping, to get your loved ones some wooden souvenirs; as Kishanpole
Bazaar is home to many skilled artists renowned for their unique wooden
carvings.

5. Nehru Bazaar:

The main attractions of Nehru Bazaar are the traditional
jootis, which are one of Jaipur shopping specialty that look vibrant with multicolored design. All of them look tempting, but ensure to bargain well before you
buy a handful!

6. Sireh Deori Bazaar :

Sireh Deori Bazaar, opposite to the
famous Hawa Mahal is a perfect place for window shopping and street shopping in
Jaipur, since you get a glimpse of the overall shopping items available here.
Leather shoes, puppets, knickknacks and some unique hangings can be picked up
from here, which are exclusive make of Jaipur.

7. Bapu Bazaar :

Bapu Bazaar is a one stop destination for all the Jaipuri
items as you could almost buy anything for a reasonable price. This bazaar stands out
for the moderate prices of items like textiles and Jootis. Here you can enjoy the
novelty of street shopping in Jaipur. Plus, the bazaar lies in a pretty location and you
could get to witness the ‘pink’ side of the city!

8. Mirza Ismail Road (MI Road):

Pottery in Jaipur is taken too
seriously -And you’re sure to fall in love with the pottery works the moment your
gaze falls on them! Visit MI — the most vibrant of the shopping places in Jaipur - road
to shop for pottery work, which dates back to the days of the Rajput kings who used
the pots extensively to beautify their palaces. So head there to add some beautiful
collections to your home. Also, look for brass statues and wooden items.

9. Badi Chaupar:

A perfect place to buy gifts for folks back home.
From block printed clothes to traditional souvenirs and gift items, you will
find everything here. Badi Chaupar is famous for embroidered bed sheets and
block printed items.

10. World Trade Park:

World Trade Park is a
shopping mall in Malviya Nagar. World Trade Park, Jaipur is the
second-largest shopping mall in India by size (2,400,000 sq ft (220,000
m²) gross leasable area). World Trade Park is destined to be the icon of
Indian Real Estate. World Trade Park Jaipur includes a display system
where 24 projectors create a single image on its ceiling. This is the first
system of its kind in the world. It is famous for shopping (Dubai Bazar,
Branded showrooms), food courts (street food, KFC, Pizza Hut, many
more) and cinepolis multiplex.

11. Gaurav Tower:

Gaurav tower is walking
distance from World Trade Park. Gaurav tower is famous for
street shopping and food courts. If you are going with your family
then it is best place to shop because there are kids play zone, tasty
street food and many more showrooms in Gaurav tower.

Travel Facility in Jaipur
Jaipur is conveniently connected to every major city of the country since modes of transport are
conveniently available. All major areas are well connected by air, road, and trains. Previously, all
international flights were directed from Delhi but today people are facilitated with direct international
flights from Jaipur itself.
Now Jaipur is fully equipped with several means of local transport. Buses, cabs, and auto rickshaws are
easily available within the city. The various forms of local transport available in the city are mentioned
below:
Airport
The only international airport of Rajasthan!
Jaipur airport is sited 2.4 km from the conference venue (Hotel Jaipur
Marriott) and is named Sanganer Airport. Sanganer is also well-known
for its handmade products – textile and paper. Jaipur is finely linked
with all the major airports. The city is suitably reached through
airways by direct flights. The regular flights to other metro cities like
for Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Delhi, and Kolkata, Pune, Bangalore,
Hyderabad etc.
At the present time, direct international flights are also available from Jaipur. Flights to Dubai, Singapore,
and many more provide an ease to local as well as foreign travelers. The airport provides all the required
yet major amenities.
Train
The city is well connected to all major Indian cities by direct trains.
Jaipur’s (NWR) comprises of three major railway stoppages in the
city. The main is Jaipur Junction, and others are Gandhi Nagar and
Durgapura railway stations. Numerous trains are serving since years
including luxury trains. The legendary Palace on Wheels is amongst
the 10 best trains of the world.
Bus
Rajasthan State Road Transport Corporation’s (RSRTC) Corporation
Buses every day journey over 1.5 million kilometers. This includes
serving to nearly 1 million passengers throughout its network
consisting of over 13,000 utilities to all-major places in Rajasthan.
In addition, neighboring states of Gujarat, Haryana, Punjab, Delhi,
Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and
Maharashtra are also touched.
A number of local as well as luxury buses run throughout the city. The main bus stand also known as Sindhi
Camp Bus Stand is located at Sindhi Camp. There are various private travel agencies which provide bus
services apart from the government buses. With a high turnover of buses, RSRTC strives to maintain
impeccable comfort and safety of its passengers.
RSRTC looks after smooth running of local bus transport facility. The city travellers extensively use public

transportation mode through Intercity Buses to reach anywhere throughout the city. The fares are nominal.
Online booking through agents is accessible around the city.

Jaipur Local Transport
Jaipur is one of the most popular tourist destinations of India
and is visited by the people from all around the globe for its
collection of mighty forts and palaces and much more. These
tourist spots are well known for their historical and
traditional importance. This city can be easily visited with
ease and comfort by the various means of transportation
including buses of Rajasthan State Roadways, taxis and cabs,
auto-rickshaw and cycle-rickshaw. These transportation
means are easily available in every corner of Jaipur and the
charges are also nominal. If you want to go on for the expedition of Jaipur, then hire a cab for one or two days
and observe all the tourist places and sightseeing locations.
To travel within the city there are various means of
transportation including buses, auto-rickshaws, cycle-rickshaws,
and cabs & taxis (Ola & UBER both). Jaipur is also a Metro City.
Some specific places can be visit by Jaipur Metro. These metro
stations in Jaipur are Mansarovar, New Atish Market, Vivek Vihar,
Shyam nagar, Ram Nagar, civil lines, railway station, sindhi camp,
chand pole, choti chaupar, Badi Chaupar. You can also travel in
any part of Jaipur through the Jaipur bus and the fair of the bus is
also nominal. The city buses are functioned by Jaipur City
Transport Services Limited. It comprises of regular and low-floor buses (both AC & Non AC).
Private taxis and cabs are also available to travel in and around the city. They can be hired or booked through
the travel agents. If you want to explore the city then, it is the best option and the fare is charged according to
the distance covered once you get into the taxi. So, it is very essential to the check the meter of the taxi or cab
and make sure it is working properly. Taxis with the fixed rates are available at railway station and airport.
Another means of transport is an auto-rickshaw which is easily available everywhere in the city including the
bus terminal and the railway station. Like taxis, the fare is charged depending on the meter which maintains
the record of total distance covered and this is why, it is important to check that whether the meter is working
or not before getting into an auto-rickshaw. Unmetered auto-rickshaws are also available in Jaipur which carry
the people on sharing basis and charge very less. Furthermore, people also travel by cycle-rickshaws which are
the cheapest means of transport in Jaipur and are also very easily available. This is the best option to travel to
smaller distances.

